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THE STREETS OF PAU
Place:
Dates:
Track length:

Pau (France)
30th May - 1st June 2008
2,76km

Race 1
Grid Position:
Result:

15
10

Race 2
Grid Position:
Result:

10
22

Monaco, Macao, Pau. Star-studded, glamorous and technically demanding – street circuits hold a
special fascination for the motor racing world. One thing that all street circuits have in common is the
virtual impossibility of staging an overtaking manoeuvre, particularly in rainy conditions when the risk
of an accident increases dramatically. But that wasn’t going to stop Tim Sandtler doing his damnedest
in the first race of the International Formula Master in Pau.
“It’s almost impossible to overtake in Pau,” says Tim emphatically. “If the man in front doesn’t make
any errors, there’s no way you’re going to get past.” All the same, he managed to work his way up on
a wet track from 15th on the grid to finish tenth. “You have to use your common sense here, otherwise
you come unstuck,” he says, explaining his recipe for success. In the rain, it is very slippery and
difficult to find the right line. Tim overcame the tricky conditions and, with his tenth place, set himself
up well for the second race.
But on Sunday, Tim was out of luck as his engine stalled on the starting line. “When the third red light
went out, my rev counter dropped away dramatically and the engine abruptly cut out, even though I’d
completely disengaged the clutch. It wasn’t a case of me killing the engine; it was a technical fault.”
The consequence was that he then had to catch up the rest of the field. But the pursuit came to an
untimely end as a traffic jam at the hairpin led to a chain reaction. Tim’s car took a bump from behind
and was pushed into the car in front. This resulted in a dented front wing, an unscheduled pit stop and
to being lapped by the leaders. “That was essentially the end of my race.” When he tried to leave the
pit, the technical problem returned: “I wouldn’t have got going again if I hadn’t had a shove from my
mechanics.”
Tim sees the weekend as a mixed bag: “Unfortunately, things didn’t work out too well. It’s always
difficult to overtake on a street circuit. Even so, I managed to make up a few places in the first race.
Points were there to be won in the second race if I hadn’t had the technical problem on the starting
line and if it hadn’t been for the collision which wasn’t my fault anyway.”
All the same, he really enjoyed his outing on the streets of Pau: “This circuit is terrific fun and it’s
certainly a great challenge with its uphill and downhill sections and even a roundabout to negotiate.
Urban circuits are always fantastic experiences and Pau is one of the best and most authentic.
Compare it with the Norisring where there are only three real corners. Having said that, though, Pau is
starting to show its age. The circuit is quite dangerous in parts. The surface is bumpy and uneven; you
practically have to weave your way round it. They really ought to do something about it.”

